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Podcast Defined

• Audio, enhanced audio, or video file
• Delivered via the Internet
• Part of a series
• Allows users to subscribe to the series for 

automatic download of files



Podcast Defined

• Podcast = Series of files (episodes)
• Episode = A single file in the series 

(podcast)

• “Podcast” (like “TV show”) is often used to 
refer to a single episode as well as the 
series (e.g., “I’m listening to a podcast”)



When Should I Use A Podcast?

• When a particular kind of audio or video 
content will be updated or made available 
on (somewhat) regularly and/or frequently

• Like setting up a bank draft
– Do for a mortgage payment
– Don’t for buying kids’ school clothes



Pedagogical Podcasting 
Principles

• First, identify learning objectives
• Second, identify activities that will help 

student meet the learning objectives
• Third, determine whether and how 

podcasting can facilitate those activities



Pedagogical Podcasting 
Principles

• “Barrett’s approach was ideal in that he focused 
on a clear educational goal (improving accuracy 
of diagnosis) and identified a clearly-related 
learning activity (intense repetition of listening 
exercises). The most convenient way to facilitate 
that activity was making MP3s available, and the 
most convenient way to access those MP3s in 
many cases happened to be on an iPod.”
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Pedagogical Podcasting 
Principles

• Do it because it makes sense for the 
learning goals,
– Not just because it’s cool!!
– Not just because it’s easy!!



Issues In “Lecture Podcasting”

• Some believe that attendance will decline.
– One study showed that attendance did drop, 

though performance didn’t
– Attendance didn’t drop in a small class where 

announcements and other information were 
edited out

– Several studies have shown no difference in 
attendance. Most students see podcasted 
lectures as review, not replacement.



Issues In “Lecture Podcasting”

• Student often underutilize complete lecture 
recordings

• May sacrifice opportunities to learn 
practical lessons, like prioritization, 
organization, discipline, and responsibility
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Issues in “Lecture Podcasting”

• Lecture podcasting can have excellent 
rationales
– Distance or hybrid courses
– Geographic and weather variables



Example Non-Lecture Uses of 
Podcasting

• Preview of upcoming lectures
• Pre-lab demonstrations of procedures
• Video reviews of homework problems
• Summaries of key points for review



Example Non-Lecture Uses of 
Podcasting

• Provide mini-lectures to be listened to 
before class. Free class time for:
– Discussion and interaction
– Working on more difficult cases

• Podcast that walk students through the 
steps of an activity that they actually do 
while listening
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Example Non-Lecture Uses of 
Podcasting

• For podcasts containing information to be 
memorized: Have students walk a route 
while listening, repeating this with the 
same route a few times. Their mind will 
associate content with locations. To recall 
the content, mentally retrace the route.

• Students work in groups to edit recorded 
lectures to short (6 – 10 minute) reviews
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Student-Produced Podcasts

• Most useful when
– Oral presentation is important (e.g. language 

learning or public speaking)
– Technical competence in the medium is 

closely related to course goals.



Format Suggestions

• Audio is most popular, even when other 
options (enhanced or video) are provided

• About 80% listen (or view) on a computer
– Perhaps due to multitasking

• One survey of students showed 6–10 
minutes to be the most reasonable 
duration (more than 70% of respondents 
chose between 3 and 15 minutes)
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The audio-only format was twice as popular as the other two formats [enhanced and video] combined in a UM Dentistry study where all three formats were offered, in a class where the visuals were perceived to have importance.Use on computer vs. portable device holds true even when portable devices (video iPods) were provided in one study.A significant body of research in cognitive psychology clearly demonstrates that simultaneous processing (or multi-tasking) diminishes performance with each additional task undertaken.



Cautions

• Take care to monitor student work load!!
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